
The Heartbeat of Gigiri



your mind when you think of Gigiri? 

Is it Exclusivity? 
  Luxury? 
   Or is it Affluence? 

That's exactly what this 60 page Magazine is all about; exploring a Lifestyle.

 Inside Out is what every person in Kenya wants to be associated with. From the
Business Executive looking into moving to a quieter leafy suburb with a nice address, to
the teenager who wants to know which fashion trend is on to the curious school child 

Gigiri and similar
environs.

When the business man  his watch, they will tell you what make it is, when the 
tree swings from side to side, they will tell you how it whistles and when the Chihuahua 
puppy barks, they will tell you how cute it is. The writers will ensure that the old-school 
cherished type of journalism is used while at the same time ensuring relevance to our 
present day society.

To bring you all this a group of highly motivated individuals from all walks of life, 
sourced from reputable media houses and equipped with training on what grasps a 
reader from the  to the last page. They will ensure that Gigiri  Inside Out magazine 
does not become a template of some sort but rather has a fresh and edgy perspective 
in every issue.

Gigiri
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As an option for Advertisements, Gigiri  Inside Out is coming up 
with a new concept that is yet to be tested in the local market. 
In partnership with an a�i ated  Marketing and Advertising Firm, 
the magazine will feature specialized advertisements that will not 
only be designed to appeal to the intended target market but also 
priced reasonably.

The magazine will be visually appealing given that quality models 
and photographers with a unique eye will ensure that each page 
the bill and can pass as an artistic pin-up in any room of a cottage
home.

“Elegance is a glowing inner peace. Grace is an ability to give as 
well as to receive and be thankful. Mystery is a hidden laugh always 
ready to surface! Glamour only radiates if there is a sublime
courage and bravery within: glamour is like the moon; it only 
shines because the sun is there.”

Gigiri  Inside Out was developed to provide a platform through 
which the Gigiri  community can explore its own vibrant beating 
heart. It's a window that explores activities and issues that impact 
and interest the people who live and work in Gigiri.  For the very 
time in Kenya, a magazine that acknowledges the unique 
characteristics that go to de�ne any community..

The name 'Gigiri Inside Out' is symbolic as Gigiri has come to 
represent
a�uence

 what many in Kenya aspire to - a lifestyle of quality and 
 and that is exactly what Gigiri  Inside Out is about. Every 

detail from the language, photos and the overall design will 
emulate all these.
Any brand aspiring to be seen in those terms will be stamping its 
authority
truly aspires to those values. This is the �rst time in Kenya ANY 

 as a top quality, reputable brand across a community that 

QUALITY Magazine has focused exclusively on a segmented 
market approach like this.
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Positioning Statement

Competitive Advantage



CONTENT

Editorial  – The Editor will engage the reader in small talk. A heart 
to heart welcoming gesture that summarises the magazine in 4-5 
paragraphs.

Feedback and Fan Page  – In its mission to be interactive, Gigiri 
Inside Out will invite comments from readers on our various 
platforms from the Social Media sites and Emails. To keep us on the 
edge, Gigiri Inside Out will be replying to each comment and 
publishing some of the questions and comments with responses in 
pages touching on the sections queried on.

Columnists – From an insider's and an outsider's perspective, the 
columnists will give readers a sneakpeek into the exclusive life of 
the average Gigiri  residence. Where they hang out, what they wear 
and drink.

Health and Fitness  – From Sauna Bars, Health Clubs to Yoga 
Lounges, Gigiri  Inside Out will lift the veil on what Healthy Exclusive 
living is all about.

Unsung hero  – Using our exclusive media contacts, each issue of 
Gigiri  Inside Out will feature relevant and  people in the 
society living in Gigiri..

Fashion Spread – Our fashionista will let our readers in on what's 
in and out. Th
fashion is all about.

Food and Cuisine  – Our dedicated team will let you in on the 
food and secrets of making that perfect sumptuous dish that you 
have been craving and had no idea where to start using the 
simplest language.

Feature Stories  – Gigiri  Inside Out will feature in–depth well 
researched feature stories with human interest angles that will have 

Business and Real Estate  – Our Business Features will have 
escalating investment interest stories accompanied by 
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TRAVEL AND SAFARI – Safari will be told like no other with exotic and exclusive hospitality 
with attention to detail.

ENTERTAINMENT  – Cultural Afro-fusion, Smooth Jazz to riveting Electric genres of Music 
and personalities will be covered in our pages to capture our targeted audience.

TARGET READERS AND CIRCULATION

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

Gigiri  Inside Out has a niche in its target market as it focuses on people living and 
working in Gigiri and the ' Gigiri ' life.

            
Taking into account the population surrounding 

Gigiri , the circulation of the magazine cannot be underestimated to be less than 2000.
Thus

 

the

 

advertisers

 

have

 

a

 

guarantee

 

that

 

their

 

products

 

will

 

get

 

maximum

 

exposure 
to all these people.

We partnered with Jetsam  Distributors whose mandate is to ensure 

Furthermore through Gigiri Inside Out expert writers,  Gigiri  Inside Out 
magazine will cater for the information needs of those interested in settling in Gigiri
Through various sections of the magazine, such as Gigiri  News, Gigiri  Business, Gigiri 
Lifestyle, Gigiri Property and Gigiri Entertainment and Sports, readers will be in a 
position of knowing more about Gigiri and its environs.
Gigiri  Inside Out recognizes the need to provide the reader, the advertiser as well the 
circulation and distribution agents with unrivaled products and content because it 
matters that the magazine maintains the lead in terms of uniqueness and exclusivity in 
the market with regard to all variables notably, fresh and relevant stories and features, 
deep quality print and content that is enjoyed by all walks of life.

The average reader is above 25 years of age. He/she is either employed, owns a 
business within Gigiri or lives in Gigiri. He/she associates themselves with 

high end restaurants and hotels. From Gigiri Inside Out, 
the reader is able to get the latest news on the community, useful business 
advice and the best products on the market. The magazine is available on 
hardcopy in major supermarkets in Gigiri and its environs.

READER PROFILE
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Gigiri  Inside Out will employ tactics and marketing strategies that will ensure that the 
product gets maximum exposure and is positioned as a great concept magazine that it 
truly is.
Gigiri  Inside Out will engage readers in competitions and o�er  giveaways in an 
to ignite interest from Gigiri residents.
The Magazine will also have social media marketing campaigns that will be aimed at 
eliciting interest among members of the public.
The Magazine will occasionally invite key public �gures  to act as guest writers an in turn 
help in putting the magazine's name out there. Take your average stylish CEO for 
example, top music entertainer and sports personality.
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Gigiri  Inside Out is a Community Magazine set to conquer the Gigiri  residents before 
its spread all over the country. The magazine will employ door to door personal selling 

that is considered more e�ective in terms of creating good relations with the Gigiri 

Promotion

Distribution Strategy

Distribution of the Magazine outside Gigiri  is expected to contribute to 40% of the
overall

residents.

 sales. To ensure this, Gigiri  Inside Out is partnering with a major distribution 
company that will in essence ensure the magazine's distribution in all leading outlets in 
and around Nairobi.
Subscriptions through organizations are projected to be not less than 20%. Major 

Gigiri  are expected to be the direct 
consumers.
companies and sta� that have set up base in

Gigiri  Inside Out has also established contacts with leading   chains  of Hotels
 

to
 ensure  that  the  magazine  is displayed

access to speci�c target audiences and maximum exposure to companies.

 in these  institutions  thereby  providing 



RA2015 TE CARD
HG Headquaters, Karen Plains Rd- Karen

P.O. Box 15666-00509 G.P.O. Nairobi
Cell: 0713 090 473

email: info@gigiriinsideout.com

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

PAGE 2 (INSIDE COVER) 95,000

 PRIME PAGES 85,000

PAGE 67 (INSIDE COVER) 95,000

PAGE 68 (BACK PAGE) 110,000

KAREN BUSINESS GUIDE (QUARTER PAGE) 20,000

75,000

SPECIFICATION BLEED SIZE

DOUBLE PAGE
(SPREAD)

Top 0.4 CM
Bottom 0.4 CM
Outside 0.4 CM

L x W
44 x 30 CM

HALF PAGE VERTICAL Top 0.4 CM
Bottom 0.4 CM
Outside 0.4 CM

L x W
22 x 15 CM

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL Top 0.4 CM
Bottom 0.4 CM
Outside 0.4 CM

L x W
22 x 15 CM

QUARTER PAGE 
VERTICAL

Top 0.4 CM
Bottom 0.4 CM
Outside 0.4 CM

L x W
11 x 7.5 CM

QUARTER PAGE 
HORIZONTAL

Top 0.4 CM
Bottom 0.4 CM
Outside 0.4 CM

L x W
11 x 7.5 CM

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
1. All payments are made upfront following artwork submission/approval.
2. Cash once paid is not refundable.
3. You’ll recieve a 10% discount upon booking in both magazines.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS:

PLEASE NOTE:
• The  above  sizes  are  to  be  observed  to  the  later  to  avoid  unproportional  scaling  of  artworks.
• The  artwork  should  be  submitted   in  CMYK  Colour  Mode, EPS, PSD, AI  or  PDF  formats
• High  Resolution  JPEG  Images  of  300PPI  or  more  are  acceptable.
• Fonts  are  to  be  “ outlined “ or  packaged  to  avoid  missing  fonts  issues.

AD

HALF PAGE ADVERT

VERTORIAL FEATURES (2 PAGES) 75,000

35,000

A5 INSERTS ( INCLUSIVE OF PRINT)
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HG Headguaters
Karen Plains Rd, Karen - Nairobi

(0) 713 090 483 | (0) 713 090 473
info@gigiriinsideout.com
www.gigiriinsideout.com


